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Abstract

Vibration-based condition indicators continue to be developed for Health Usage Monitoring of rotorcraft gearboxes. Testing performed at NASA Glenn Research Center have shown correlations between specific condition indicators and specific types of gear wear. To speed up the detection and analysis of gear teeth, an image detection program based on the Viola-Jones algorithm was trained to automatically detect spiral bevel gear wear pitting. The detector was tested using a training set of gear wear pictures and a blind set of gear wear pictures. The detector accuracy for the training set was 75 percent while the accuracy for the blind set was 15 percent. Further improvements on the accuracy of the detector are required but preliminary results have shown its ability to automatically detect gear tooth wear. The trained detector would be used to quickly evaluate a set of gear or pinion pictures for pits, spalls, or abrasive wear. The results could then be used to correlate with vibration or oil debris data. In general, the program could be retrained to detect features of interest from pictures of a component taken over a period of time.

Background

To aid the analysis of vibration condition indicator data, used to detect damage during spiral bevel gear failure progression tests, a MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) program is being developed to automate the detection and catalog of gear tooth damage from existing digital photographs. The gears are similar to those used in rotorcraft transmissions. Testing was conducted at NASA Glenn Research Center’s Spiral Bevel Gear Test Facility, Figure 1. The U.S. Army’s Health Usage Monitoring System (HUMS) uses condition indicators (CIs) derived from vibration data to monitor the health of rotorcraft mechanical components and systems including the nose gearbox. The test program at NASA was conducted partly to improve condition indicator performance in correctly identifying gear wear modes such as pitting, scuffing, or spalling (Ref. 1).

During testing, hundreds of gear tooth wear pictures are taken on a single gear/pinion pair. Manually cataloging each of the hundreds of pictures per ANSI/AGMA standards would be time-consuming. A MATLAB algorithm was developed to improve this process of cataloging observed gear wear. Specifically, MATLAB’s Computer Vision software was trained to detect and quantify pits, spalls, and scuffing wear occurring on the gear teeth during testing. Preliminary results are given on the accuracy of detecting and quantifying observed gear wear on tests conducted on the NASA Glenn Spiral Bevel Gear Rig test facility. The program was validated with a subset of spiral bevel gear pictures. Details of the validation are given below.

Identifying and categorizing gear tooth wear data and its progression during inspections and when maintenance is performed is part of a process to ultimately improve condition indicator performance for rotorcraft. Research continues in improving condition indicator performance. Dempsey and others (Ref. 2) provide an overview of HUMS and the current use of vibration-based condition indicators. Lessons learned and challenges associated with HUMS systems for rotorcraft drivetrains are given by Zakrajsek and others (Ref. 3). A paper by Antolick and others (Ref. 4) rates various vibration-based condition indicators on actual rotorcraft gearbox data. Dempsey (Ref. 1) showed how condition indicator performance can vary between flight gear box data and test rig data which used similarly designed spiral bevel gears. Romano and others (Ref. 5) demonstrate a software architecture and methodology that
enhances diagnostics and prognostics for rotorcraft drivetrains relative to condition-based maintenance. He and Bechhoefer (Ref. 6) demonstrate a methodology to set condition indicator thresholds.

Because of the large amounts of data generated in HUMS systems (e.g., vibration, CI, gear wear photos), automation of any tasks associated with the gathering, analysis, and storage of these types of data would be beneficial. Automatic feature detection has been implemented in various fields involving large data sets and a need for accuracy and speed. These fields include face detection (Ref. 7), bridge cables (Ref. 8), concrete crack detection, (Ref. 9) machine tool condition, (Ref. 10) and medicine (Ref. 11). Figure 2 shows a notional framework in analyzing gear tooth wear: (1) Detecting/Cataloging of the gear tooth wear feature, (2) Wear feature capture, (3) Data analysis, and (4) Data storage and recall. Detecting and cataloging gear tooth wear may involve the use of algorithms (e.g., Viola-Jones) to detect a wear feature per a gear wear standard (e.g., ANSI/AGMA 1010). Capturing the wear feature would key on a process that is consistent and accurate. Analysis of the data relative to gear wear feature, focuses on correlating the wear feature to vibration or oil-debris data. This would provide feedback on CI performance and possibly insight into improving the CI. Finally, the ability to store and recall data could provide a means to quickly compare observed gear wear with historical data. A high level of automation would be in-situ processes relating to these four tasks (e.g., auto detection, auto-feature capture, real-time data analysis, online database accessibility). For example, on-board real-time HUMS data analysis of the helicopter gearbox would be preferred rather than after the helicopter has completed its flight, mission, or test.

Objectives

Figure 2 shows a notional framework for the detection, capture, analysis, and storage of gear tooth wear data with the intent of automating individual processes. This paper specifically addresses gear tooth wear feature detection and capture. Observed gear tooth damage is categorized and defined by ANSI/AGMA 1010 Standards, Appearance of Gear Teeth: Terminology of Wear and Failure (Ref. 12). The Contact Fatigue class is shown in Figure 3. Gear pitting damage is classified under contact fatigue which is subdivided into three general modes: pitting (macropitting), micropitting, and subcase fatigue. Macropitting is further divided into specific modes or degrees, including initial pitting, progressive pitting, flaking, and spalling. Micropitted gears, Figure 4(a), appear frosted, matted, or gray stained. The magnified surface appears to be covered with fine pits. Initially pitted gears, Figure 4(b), exhibit pits less than 1 mm in diameter and are localized on the tooth surface. Progressive pits, Figure 4(c) are significantly larger than 1 mm in diameter. Pitting of this type may continue at an increased rate until a significant portion of the tooth surface has pits of various shapes and sizes. Spalling, Figure 4(d), is progressive pitting where pits coalesce and form irregular craters that cover a significant area of the tooth surface. The scope of this study was limited to accurately detecting both initial and progressive pitting. No attempt was made, at this time, to distinguish between either types of pitting.

An objective of this work would be to automate the detection, cataloging, and capture of gear wear observed on the gear teeth. Large data sets could be catalogued quickly and accurately. A database of results could be queried by users to determine trends in the test data. Addressing the analysis box in Figure 2, these trends could be correlated with existing vibration and oil debris data. Corresponding gear vibration and condition indicators could be improved by fusing this correlation between observed gear wear, vibration, and oil debris data. Ultimately, the improved gear vibration and condition indicators could be implemented on-board HUMS systems for rotorcraft.

Procedure

Hardware

Spiral bevel gears were tested in NASA Glenn’s Spiral Bevel Gear Rig test facility, Figure 1. It is a closed-loop, torque regenerative system at 560 kW (750 hp) (Ref. 13). Two gear/pinion pairs are tested simultaneously. These particular series of tests use a 19 tooth pinion and 41 tooth gear, Figure 1(a). The
gears were made from a consumable electrode vacuum melted (CEVM) AISI 9310 steel. They were then carburized, hardened, and ground to AGMA quality number 12 standards. Gear specifications include (1) Ratio: 2.158 (41 gear teeth/19 pinion teeth), (2) diametral pitch: 6.4, (3) pressure angle: 20°, (4) spiral angle: 25° (Ref. 14). Prior to testing, baseline gear and pinion tooth photographs are taken, Figure 5. A total of 120 gear tooth pictures are taken per photograph session and saved in both Nikon Electronic File (NEF) and JPG formats. For consistency, four pre-set camera locations are used, Figure 6, corresponding to the two gear/pinion pair locations. Pictures were taken with an SLR camera (Nikon D5100), macro-lens (AF-S Micro Nikkor 60 mm f/2.8G ED), and flash unit (Metz Mecablitz SCA 300).

During these set of tests the gear/pinion pairs were run-in at a lower load setting prior to the full load setting. Photographs of the gear teeth were taken before and after the lower load run. Thereafter, tests were continuously run at full load until vibration or oil debris minimum levels were exceeded. Gear and pinion tooth wear are photographed during these stops in testing. Testing then continued until tooth pitting damage exceeded 3 to 4 teeth on either a gear or pinion. These gear wear pictures were then processed by the Viola-Jones feature detection algorithm in an attempt to detect pitting damage on the gear teeth.

Software

The Viola-Jones algorithm is provided in MATLAB’s Computer Vision System Toolbox. Motivated originally by the problem of face detection (Ref. 15), the algorithm uses stages of weak learners, or simple classifiers, that quickly window through a region for objects of interest. Positive features are passed onto the next stage for further identification. A cascade classifier which is a series of weak learners organized like a decision tree, Figure 7, was trained using a GUI (Ref. 16) provided by MATLAB. Individual and multiple gear tooth pictures were provided showing examples of gear tooth pitting. The user manually selects the pits in the picture. Pictures of gear teeth without pits were also given to provide negative examples to the classifier. Finally the orientation, contrast, and brightness of the pictures were adjusted to give additional examples to the classifier. Table 1 shows these and additional parameters used to train the classifier. The feature type, Histograms of Orientated Gradients (HOG), is useful in determining overall feature shape. The other selectable features, Haar and Local Binary Patterns (LBP), are used to detect fine scale textures. The HOG feature was chosen for this set of analyses. A total of 44 positive and 88 negative examples were used to train the classifier.

Testing

A control test of eight images was run to verify that the detector could identify pits. The pictures used were the same as those to train the detector. A subset of those pictures are shown in Figure 8. The spall shown in Figure 8(d) was chosen as a ‘negative’ case or ‘not a pit’. A cropped set of pictures showing only the center tooth were also used for the control set. A total of 4 pits were to be identified with two additional pictures showing no pitting and two more pictures showing spalling. Finally, a ‘blind’ test was performed using a set of pitted gear wear pictures which were not used to train the detector, Figure 9. A total of 11 pits were to be identified. Results of both the control and blind tests are given below.

Results and Discussion

Due to an insufficient number of negative images or ‘not a pit’ images, the cascade classifier was only able to train 11 of 20 cascade stages taking approximately 38 min. to complete using an HP Z800 workstation.

Figure 10 shows the pit detection results for the Control set of pictures. Identified gear pits are highlighted by the detection program with yellow boxes. A total of 6 of 8 pictures or 75 percent were correctly identified as having a pit or not a pit. The detector also attempted to identify pits on teeth as shown in Figure 10(G) and Figure 10(H). Since by definition spalls are collections of pits that are
coalesced together the detector was not entirely incorrect. Figure 11 shows the pit detection results for the Blind set of pictures. Of the 11 pits to be identified, a total of 20 detections were made with four true positives and zero true negatives. The remaining sixteen detected tooth pits were false positives. Thirteen of the sixteen detected false positives were of a tooth edge type of wear. It should be noted that the detector was not trained for this wear type. Three of the identified false positives were located on the tooth face. Seven pits were not identified by the detector and thus are false negatives. The accuracy (Ref. 17) of the detector is given below in Equation (1). Given the number of true positives (4), number of true negatives (0), false positives (16), and the number of false negatives (7) the resultant accuracy for the Blind set is 15 percent. If the number of tooth edge detections (13) were not considered, then the accuracy is increased to 29 percent. Clearly the detector requires further training with examples of gear tooth wear that is not considered pitting.

\[
\text{accuracy} = \frac{\text{True Positives} + \text{True Negatives}}{\text{True Positives} + \text{True Negative} + \text{False Positives} + \text{False Negatives}}
\]

While initial results on the detector are promising, further training is needed to improve its accuracy. This would include a sufficient number of examples on tooth edge wear, spalls, and other types of gear wear such as scuffing, abrasion, and fracture. Additional work using Haar and Local Binary Pattern features should be explored to potentially fine tune the detector. Finally, accurately determining the pit size from pictures would further classify pits as described in ANSI/AGMA 1010. For example, knowing the actual dimensions of the gear tooth land, an estimate can be made of the size of the wear feature. Combined with a qualitative assessment of the image the wear feature can then be categorized per ANSI/AGMA 1010 standards. The trained detector would be used to quickly evaluate a set of gear or pinion pictures for pits, spalls, or abrasive wear. The results could then be used to correlate with vibration or oil debris data. In general, the program could be retrained to detect features of interest from pictures of a component taken over a period of time.

**Conclusions**

To aid in the speed of detection and classification of gear wear during inspections for rotorcraft gearboxes, an image detection algorithm based on the Viola-Jones framework was trained and tested using gear wear pictures from spiral-bevel gear wear tests conducted at NASA Glenn Research Center. The accuracy of the detector for the training set was 75 percent. The accuracy of the detector for the Blind Set was 15 percent. Further improvements on the accuracy of the detector are required. However, preliminary results indicate that the detector has the ability to automatically detect gear tooth wear. The tool can be used to correlate gear wear to vibration and oil-debris data as damage initiated and progressed to improve the overall Health Usage Monitoring System.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orientation (relative to original picture)</td>
<td>Normal, 180°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast</td>
<td>Normal, +50%, −50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness</td>
<td>Normal, +50%, −50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per stage false alarm rate</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per stage true positive rate</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cascade stages</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature type</td>
<td>Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative samples factor</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object training size</td>
<td>auto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.—(A) Example spiral bevel gear pair. (B) NASA spiral bevel gear test rig.

Figure 2.—Notional framework to analyze gear tooth wear.
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Figure 3.—Gear damage contact fatigue class per ANSI/AGMA 1010 standards (Ref. 12).

Figure 4.—(A) Micropitting. (B) Initial pitting. (C) Progressive pitting. (D) Spalling. Extracted from ANSI/AGMA 1010-E95, Appearance of Gear Teeth Terminology of Wear and Failure, with the permission of the publisher, the American Gear Manufacturers Association, 1500 King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, Virginia 22314.
Figure 5.—Baseline gear tooth photographs. (A) Left-hand pinion. (B) Right-hand pinion. (C) Left-hand gear. (D) Right-hand gear.
Figure 6.—Pre-set camera positions for gear tooth photos.
Figure 7.—MATLAB cascade object detector algorithm (Ref. 18).

Figure 8.—Control set of gear teeth for pit detector test. Individual center tooth was also used for the control set. (A) no wear, (B) pit, (C) pit, (D) spall.
Figure 9.—Gear wear pictures for blind test.
Figure 10.—Results of pit detection algorithm with the control set.
Figure 11.—Results of pit detection algorithm with the blind set.